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this is the roof of the pipe. we cut a circular shape hole in the roof and then cut all the way through the soil. after that, we had to begin to move the soil out of the way. it wasnt that easy to take everything out but we had to remove the soil. there is also a piece of equipment in the ground (in the foreground). we also had to remove it. after we removed the equipment and debris, we now have a way
out of the sinkhole. after we clear it, we can go back in through the sinkhole and then continue the process in reverse to see what happens as the water runs off. we can see the water running off the sinkhole. after a few seconds, it has converged and begins to make a trail towards the rock wall in the middle. it is within a few minutes that we see the trail start to form a crack. it continues to form a
crack for the next hour or so. so i downloaded their freestyle for sale and went to town. what i dont like about it is, well, it is freestyle but it is so vastly different and different to the tool in the video. the tool as i used it was more like a blob that you could adjust and control the rate it came out, but in this thing you get so many different options that it makes your head spin. i think i’m just gonna go

back to my setup from the video. so after some fiddling i got it to work but im having an issue with the paint i have put it in. it seems to have a 3d model on the right of the model but it seems to have been rendered in the same plane and half a metre in the back. seems to be doing some sort of z check to paint the material and if the model is in front of the camera it paints it with a blueish filter so it
looks like its to the back of the model. i’m really not sure how to turn that off so any ideas?
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robin says that he is soon going to crack two guinness world records speed rabbling and spinning two basketballs by putting one on each other. five years down the lane, robin sees himself as a part of harlem globetrotters basketball team. he is also keen to teach basketball freestyling in schools. currently, he teaches freestyling to underprivileged kids
who are from slums through an ngo called youngistaan foundation. this is the current result in the scene view, what would follow now is caching the simulation and rendering the gradual spread of the crack. tweaking in the materials to show off depth and intensity in bigger cracks still have to be created. i sold the lj card and looked around for

something new i bought an enttec usb pro and started tinkering around with the new free lighting control options. first i tried freestyler (which is an open source 70% copy of light jockey) it worked well, but i wanted more. congratulations to chiddy bang rapper chidera chiddy anamege the new title owner for the longest freestyle rap. chiddy began his
quest to crack the record at yesterdays o music awards which at that time stood at nine hours, 15 minutes and 15 seconds held by rapper named m-eighty out of indianapolis. chiddy now reigns supreme with the latest running time for the guinness world records title for longest rap freestyle standing at 9 hour, 16 minutes, and 22 seconds. i also have a
project and i have been working on it for the last couple of months and it is near completion. so as soon as this is done i will have a video for you to check out and show you what i have been working on. this is not going to be a freestyler video because it is more of a transition from a previous project and a new project, and it is going to be a video that i

have been working on for the past couple of months. this video is going to be a short and sweet video. i will leave you with some links to two videos of other artists that are doing some amazing things, and i really hope to see you guys in one of these videos soon. 5ec8ef588b
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